August Club Trip
This month's trip is TBD.
Please attend the meeting
to fine out about the trip.

www.mountaineers4x4.org

July Trip Report
Kelly Flats
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After a quick drivers meeting. fourteen rigs, 11 members and 4
guests, left the King Soopers parking lot at 9 am to run Kelly Flats,
for the first time this year. Member Darren Finger joined the group
at Ted’s Place. Due to possible flash flooding, all the recreation sites
along the Poudre were closed so we couldn’t make our usual
bathroom pitstop at Century Park. Once at the parking lot we all
air’d down, applied sunscreen, dispersed into the wood to use the
bathroom, and got ready for the run.
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After the short break at the parking lot, we proceeded up the road
dispersing newer and seasoned drivers throughout the line. Trip
planner Cotton Riley lead the group and President Michael Castell
brought up the rear. At the first obstacle it was quickly figured out
that a Kia Telluride, driven by a guest, doesn’t have a low range
mode. Several attempts were made but it was just not going to
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happen. Two people from that vehicle decided to ride in luxury in
Darren’s recently built GMC Envoy while a third took the Telluride
home. After the short delay the group proceeded on.
We re-grouped at the bottom of Heart Attack Hill and people
decided which route to take. After a few minutes it was a
surprising sight to see Dan Venrick coming up the road in his stock
Toyota Tacoma dragging his trailer along. Since the parking lot
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was technically closed by the Forest Service he decided not to
chance a ticket and bring it up the road and leave it there. Cotton
took about half the group around the bypass while the other half
went up Heart Attack Hill. A few rigs going up Heart Attack slide
and spun in a couple of spots but otherwise it was uneventful. The
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entire group reconvened
where the bypass connects
to the main road. Mike
Golly’s rig was experiencing
some fuel issues, possibly
vapor lock, but after cooling
for a few minutes was on
the road again.
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The group stopped at the Chutes to
have lunch and watch a few
attempt the obstacle. Several made
it though with good spotting and
some skinny pedal. Ben Venrick and
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Darren even made the more difficult far right line at the bottom.
Darren’s Envoy barely squeezed though the middle and upper
sections without even a scratch.
After lunch all proceeded on except for the Venrick’s who went
back to get the
truck and trailer
at the bottom of
Heart Attack
Hill. The
remainder of the
drive was
uneventful and
pleasant. It was
shocking to see
all the
devastation at
the west end of
the road from
last summer fire
but there are
also a lot of
signs of
regrowth. After airing up at the west parking lot a few went
north to go home though Red Feathers while the rest went south
back down to the Poudre Canyon. Overall it was a great trip and
nice to finally get on one of our adopted roads.
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A very big Thank You to everyone
that helped with The Knights of
Columbus fund raiser.

August 2021

The Board will be presenting
recommended Bylaw and SOP changes
at this meeting. Please plan to attend
so you can make an informed vote at
the September meeting.

We also need to vote on the club
insurance plan payment. We
need your vote.
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